Clive Wismayer  To take a professional interest, as you put it, would effectively involve working for nothing or for very little. I am not willing to do that.

May 31 at 10:14am · Like

Sophie Elizabeth Stoner Not really a mysterious route, you are news in the internet World regarding this case, your name is being used by Guilters to highlight to their amusement that the once seemingly unshakeable union between AK and RS supporters, are now at each others throats. I genuinely did not believe you made the comments, they claimed you did, I even argued about it and said you would not say such a thing and called those making the accusations "liars". Call me thick, but how does publicly berating the Solecitto's, Kercher's, Italy or Europe, actually help Amanda Knox? my opinion it has had a detrimental affect to her public persona
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Sophie Elizabeth Stoner Clive are you paid for your time and effort when you advocate for Amanda?

May 31 at 10:19am · Like · 1

Sophie Elizabeth Stoner So let me get this right. you want everyone to be interest in Amanda's MCOJ case, and give time and money, however you are not prepared to work for very little or nothing on a case where you may actually be a great help? just move to America as soon as, will ya...What a terrible disappointment
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Clive Wismayer No, I am not paid. The guilters can go hang. Raffaele and Amanda are both innocent. They both stayed at his place. Guede did it. That's really all there is to it. It's not my job to help Amanda Knox. I am just another internet commentator and nothing I say will have the slightest influence on the final outcome.
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